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1 - Carthage speech, 25/01/1973. 
2 - Speech of 7/11/1955. 
3 - On this aspect see Christophe Bonneuil (1991). 
4 - See Picard (1990, p. 209 and following pages). Research programmed on defined objectives did 
































































































































































































































5 - Not to mention that there were many who began their studies in the recently created Tunisian 
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6 - Centre for Applied Chemistry, Centre for Physics and Energy Studies, Centre for Biology and 
Genetic Resources, Centre for Earth Sciences, Centre for Biotechnology, Centre for Water Science and 
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7 - These were conflicts of personalities and differing political position rather than concerning 
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8 - Date of the implementation of the first Structural Adjustment Plan in Tunisia. 
9 - Several observers have reported on his fascination for information technologies and computers 
(see Nicolas Beau and Jean-Pierre Tuquoi, 1999, Notre ami Ben Ali, Paris, La Découverte, p.103 and 
following pages). 
10 - The public budget allocation for research rose from 38 to 55.3 million dinars between 1992 and 
1995, an average annual rise (at + 13%) higher than that of the overall State budget (+ 11.3%). 
11 - Research activity was focused on three areas: man-machine interface, telecommunications and 










































































































































































































12 - In the mid 1990s the average management rate (number of engineers in relation to the number of 
employees) was 0.9%. 
13 - Interview with the author, 1996. 
14 - Interview with the author, 1996. Some are more categorical: "The research we do does not interest 
our industrialists. They do not find what they want there. What they want is to buy things ready to 
use" (Professor of physics, Tunis, interview with the author). 

























































































































































































































































16 - This spending is still taken on mostly by the State. According to the Tunisian Ministry of 
Research, industrial companies' current contribution to research expenditure is 5.5%. 






































































































































































































































































































































18 - Law n¡96-6 of 31 January 1996 and government orders 97-938 to 942 of 19 May 1997. 
19 - In other words, the seven centres of research coming under the Ministry of Scientific Research and 
Technology (formerly the Secretary of State department) and twenty others of varying size and 
activities which reported to other ministries ( Agriculture, Health, Defence and so on). 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































21 - This trend has been observable in Tunisia since the beginning of the 1980s. At that time, students 






















































































































































































14%. This decline has been compensated by a strong growth in legal studies, economic sciences and 
management and, to a lesser extent, technical sciences. 
22 - These assessments were conducted by the Joint Committee for Academic Aid (Comité Mixte de 
Coopération Universitaire) (a Franco-Tunisian organization for partnership aid in scientific research) 
and INIST (source: www.cmcu-fr-tn.org). 
23 - Data 1998. 
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25 - These institutions of "excellence" include the Ecole Polytechnique of Tunisia (since 1998), the 
Preparatory Institute for Scientific and Technical Studies (IPEST since 1993) and the Ecole Normale 
Supérieure.. At the core of the network of "technical" Institutions there are the National Institute for 
Applied Sciences and Technology (INSAT, since 1996) and 11 Higher Institutes for Technological 
Studies (ISET) founded according to the blueprint of the French IUTs (Institut Universitaire de 
Technologie). 
26 - See Nadia Omrane, "A damning report of teachers at the Tunis Faculty of Sciences. Have we 
really a "useful" university?" (Un rapport accablant d'enseignants de la Faculté des sciences de Tunis. 
Avons-nous vraiment une université "utile"?"), Réalités, n¡ 810, 5 - 11/7/2001. 
27 - Position formulated explicitly in a World Bank report on higher education in Tunisia written in 
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28 - In addition to the aid between the States managed by the French Embassy and the French Institute 
for Partnership Aid (Institut Français de Coopération), regional offices of the CNRS and IRD had also 
long been established at Tunis. 
29 - Data given by Lise Andresen-Vollenweider and Victor Borgogno at the meeting "Higher 
education graduates from North Africa: their development in Europe and reintegration in their 
country of origin", 27-28 November 1998, Institut Maghreb-Europe (Univ.Paris VIII). 




























































































































































































































31 - The work of Vincent Geisser and Sa•d Ben Sedrine show that about 40% of Tunisian students 
trained abroad and who returned to the home country over the past ten years have studies in other 
countries of the Maghreb. See Geisser and Ben Sedrine (2000). 
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